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TrendyDigital Design Announces Simplicity Sleeve for Amazon Kindle 2
Published on 05/31/09
TrendyDigital Design today announces the Simplicity Sleeve for Amazon Kindle 2. The
stylish sleeve offers exceptional protection and convenient accessibility to Kindle 2. It
is designed for people who want to read the Kindle without a case, yet want something to
protect the Kindle when it is not being used. Its design is quite unique because there is
no stitching visible.
Auburndale, Massachusetts - TrendyDigital Design, a subsidiary of MZ Services Inc. has
announced a new protective sleeve for Amazon Kindle 2: the Simplicity eReader Sleeve for
the Kindle 2. The stylish and form fitting sleeve offers exceptional protection and
convenient accessibility to the Kindle 2. It is designed for people who want to read the
Kindle without a case, yet want something to protect the Kindle when it is not being used.
The sleeve provides a comfortable fit for the Kindle (even when the Kindle is encased in a
decorative skin). You can get the Kindle in and out of the sleeve easily without force.
The easy-on/off closure secures the Kindle when you toss the pack in your bag. This
simple and elegant design satisfies Kindle owners' desires of not adding any weight when
reading the Kindle, while having the most effective and slimmest case possible to protect
the Kindle. The case is available through TrendyDigital's web site and Amazon.com, Inc's
market place.
The slim and elegant sleeve is produced via hand craft techniques. Its design is quite
unique because there is no stitching visible. The sleeve is made from fashionable,
eye-catching, croc-like material. Each individual sleeve has been hand crafted to fit the
Kindle 2. The semi- rigid sleeve feels soft when held in your hands, yet has a very rigid
internal form to protect the Kindle when it is tossed inside a bag. The enclosure is
tailored into a seamless piece with the back of the sleeve and functions through a
magnetic snap.
Availability and Pricing:
The Simplicity eReader Sleeve for the Kindle 2 is available from TrendyDigital online and
Amazon's market place. Color choices: Brown and Red. Price: $39.99 (USD). For more
information, please visit TrendyDigital Design online.
TrendyDigital Design:
http://www.trendydigital.com/
Simplicity eReader Sleeve for the Kindle 2, Brown Color :
http://trendydigital.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=4_8&products_id=11
Simplicity eReader Sleeve for the Kindle 2, Red Color:
http://trendydigital.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=4_8&products_id=12

TrendyDigital Design is a wholly owned subsidiary of MZ Services Inc., a privately-held
company headquartered in suburb of Boston, Massachusset. TrendyDigital engages in design
and marketing of trendy and stylish electronic products and their accessories.
TrendyDigital Design strives to develop innovative and stylish products while providing
superior customer service. Amazon and Kindle are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its
affiliates. TrendyDigital are trademark of MZ Services Inc. All other brands and products
referenced herein are acknowledged to be trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective holders.
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